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VointiLogix: A Comprehensive
Laboratory Management System

After a decade of experience in enterprise HMIS solutions, we bring you Vointilogix, a solution created to cater
specifically to the needs of the small, or mid-sized diagnostic centre.

We at NextGen, recognize that diagnostic centres work round the clock to cater to the needs of nearby clinics,
physicians and hospitals. The problem faced by most centers is that they have both manual and automated
work - they lack a seamless integration between billing, reporting, information to referring physicians and
equipment. MIS reporting is not robust, and the center owner/ manager does not get enough information from the
system to take informed decisions.

Vointilogix has been developed on a Microsoft platform to address the everyday transactions of diagnostic
centres. The solution has been designed with the center's expansion needs in mind - it is web-based, scalable,
and multilocational. lt is securely accessible anytime and anywhere, through a username and password.
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Generation of all types of reports including C&S
for microbiology, pathology, biochemistry, etc
Daily collection, balances and debtors list
generation, allowing the center to closely track
its financials
Power and normal reporting
Quick report generation
lntegrated barcoding. Samplenumbergeneration. Auto sample scheduling. Authenticated report dispatch

. Multiple samples in a single request. Multilevelnormalranges. Auto reporting through Email/Text Message. *Pre-defined multiple tariffs. lnbuilt QAand QC functions. Accessbased usage. System generated MIS. Diagnosis wise trends. Periodic statistical and graphical presentation of
MIS forquality control

VointiLogix is capable of bidirectional equipment integration -At the user's request, diagnostic equipment can be
integrated with VointiLogix in such a way that information flows from the equipment to the system and vice versa,
thus eliminating the possibility of errors.
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For further information, please contact us:

Aimil Ltd.
Corporate Office: "Naimex House", A-8, Mohan Co-operative lndustrial Estate,
Mathura Road, New Delhi-110044.
Tel. : 91-11- 30810200 I 244. Fax: 9'l-11-2695 0011. E-mail : info@nextgenesolutions.com
Website:www.aimil.com / www.nextgenesolutions.com/www.hygeahealthcare.co.in
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